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LYNTON ResurFACE LASER
IS THE MOST ‘INNOVATIVE
AESTHETIC TREATMENT’
Lynton Lasers, the UK’s leading aesthetics technology brand with over 20 years’ experience, are proud
to present their award winning laser treatment,
ResurFACE. In its first year of launch, this new
ResurFACE fractional laser won the MyFaceMyBody Award for ‘Most Innovative Aesthetic Treatment 2014’, this being the latest acknowledgment of
Lynton’s continued technological innovation, and
encapsulates 20 years expertise in aesthetic technologies.
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Effectively treating the top skincare concerns in
the UK, this new, 2940nm fractional laser skin
resurfacing (ablative) system is predominantly used
on stretch marks, scarring and facial rejuvenation
for fine lines and wrinkles. ResurFACE gives the
skin a smooth, youthful and glowing appearance,
and is shown to produce dramatic results with low
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downtime and very low risk of any side effects.
Lynton have developed ResurFACE fractional laser
to help practitioners tackle the ever-growing demand
for treatment results that are usually only gained
with fully ablative skin resurfacing (e.g. acne scarring), by providing a technology that has none of the
associated down-time or inconvenience. The ResurFACE treatment utilises thermal trauma to dramatically increase collagen production and remodel scar
tissue, and in addition micro-columns of ablation
cause rapid renewal of the epidermis enhancing the
texture of skin, smoothing lumps, bumps, millia and
congestion. So for the full range of skin types and
colours the ResurFACE treatment can be highly
beneficial in the fight against ageing, problem skin,
stretch marks and scarring – creating tighter,
brighter and smoother skin.

“The most sophisticated laser addition to my clinic yet! This laser is easy to use and it is brilliant for
resurfacing, stretch marks, acne scars, wrinkles, pigmentation. Down time is minimal, it is very well
tolerated and clients re-book because they love the results.” Sally O’Donnell - Aesthetic Laser Clinic, 2015
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Work with the best, call Lynton today on 01477
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536977 or visit www.lynton.co.uk
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